CUBAN ISSUE RESTS ON TWENTY-FIVE VOTES

If That Number of House Republicans Join the Minority, the Senate Resolution Is Safe.

REED AND HIS LIJUENGENTS CONSPIRING TO OVERTHROW IT

Strong Appeals Made to the Party Loyalty of Republicans to Resist the "Assault On the President."

Last Night the War Columbus That Enough Could Be Mounted Against Worker to the Senate on the Main Issue--It Is Also Claimed That the Senate Would Let stud in the House From which the Ohio Went This Is a Sanguine belief on the Majority, by Men Who Cannot Afford to Be Left Out at the South.

WASHINiGTON, April 15--After a long and stormy session, the House of Representatives, by a vote of 312 to 151, passed the Senate Resolution that would declare the Department of the Treasury open to investigation and would hold hearings.

Republican Leaders are reported to be making preparations to prevent the passage of the resolution in the Senate.

HEAVY SOUTHERN ON RAIN

Wash. Damage Great in Eastern Kentucky by a Storm.

Cleveland, April 15--The southern states were most of the damage caused by a storm that passed over the region.

YOUNG CATHOLIC VOLUNTEERS

Action Taken By the Republican Com- mittee of the U. S. L.

Young Catholic Volunteers are being recruited for service in the war effort.

ADDITIONAL TRUCKS ORDERED

TO SELLER, 9:00 A.M.

This morning orders were placed for an additional 10,000 trucks.
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Possibility of Peaceful Action in Balti- more is mentioned by the President, Partly Through the Influence of the Cabinet.
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